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Abstract 
We give an algebraic formula for calculating the change in the Euler characteristic of the 
Milnor fibre of a function f, as one “grows” from a hypersurface section out to the full 
Milnor fibre of f. This is a general calculation in that we allow the domain of f to be 
singular, the hypersurface section may have an isolated singularity, and we allow coefficients 
in an arbitrary bounded, constructible complex of sheaves. Our formula generalizes both a 
result of L8 for affine hypersurfaces and a result of Looijenga for isolated complete 
intersections. 
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0. Introduction 
Let % be an open neighborhood of the origin in C”+’ and let f : (11, 0) + (C, 0) 
be an analytic function. In [16], L& gives a formula for the number of cells attached 
as one passes from a general hyperplane slice of the Milnor fibre of f to the entire 
Milnor fibre of f. Another way of saying this is that - if H denotes a generic 
hyperplane through the origin - L& gives an algebraic formula for calculating the 
difference between the Euler characteristic of the vanishing cycles of the constant 
sheaf on % along f and the Euler characteristic of the vanishing cycles of the 
constant sheaf on %n H along f I H. 
In this paper, we generalize this result of LC (and our own mild generalization 
given in [30]) to the case of an arbitrary constructible complex of sheaves, and we 
also allow H itself to be singular. To be precise, suppose that F' is a bounded 
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complex of sheaves on an s-dimensional analytic subspace Xc %‘, which is con- 
structible with respect to a Whitney stratification (S,) of X. Let H be a hypersur- 
face in SY which transversely intersects the strata of (S,} except, perhaps, at the 
origin. Then, we wish to give a formula for 
where 4f denotes the sheaf of vanishing cycles along f and ,& denotes the Euler 
characteristic of the stalk cohomology at the origin. 
As L&s original formula uses the relative polar curve of f, it is hardly surprising 
that this generalized formula uses the relative polar curves of each of the strata of 
{S,}. It is also not terribly surprising that the other algebraic data that appears in 
the formula are the multiplicities of the components of the characteristic ycle of 
the constructible sheaf F ‘. If we let CMF ‘1 = Cnma?&% denote the characteristic a 
cycle of F; the formula which we will derive is: 
x(~IF'),-x(~I,~F.IH)~=(-~)'-' c s gMf,m"(r;H(s")'V(f))o. (*) 
cl 
where Tf’,(S,) denotes the relative polar curve of the stratum S,, and (a), 
denotes the intersection number of cycles at the origin. 
We obtain much sharper statements if we assume that the sheaf F’ is a 
perverse sheaf on X. Also, for a complete intersection - corresponding to the 
case of the constant sheaf - we obtain results up to homotopy, as opposed to 
merely cohomology; in particular, we generalize the formula of Looijenga [25, 
5.11.a]; this generalization appears in Example 3.3. 
As an example of our techniques, in Corollary 3.6, we apply a result of 
A’Campo to show that the complex link of an arbitrary isolated singularity is never 
contractible. 
1. Background material 
In this section, we wish to go over the necessary background information on a 
number of topics, and we wish to fix some notation. Of course, even for those 
topics which we cover here, our treatment is necessarily cursory. References for 
analytic stratifications, including Whitney stratifications, are [12,15,24,34]. Refer- 
ences for good and Thorn stratifications are [13,30,32] References for the relative 
polar curve are [16,17,34]. References for the characteristic ycle are [6,9,15,22,26]. 
Unfortunately, in so short a paper, it is not possible to give any of the necessary 
background information on constructible complexes of sheaves, perverse sheaves, 
and the neighboring and vanishing cycles. References for these topics include 
[2,5,7,11,15,20]. 
Throughout this paper, we wilI be interested in the following situation: X will 
be a reduced s-dimensional complex analytic space contained in some open subset 
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z?/ c CN (we are not assuming that X is pure-dimensional). We are primarily 
interested in the germ of X at some point so, for convenience, we assume that the 
origin is in X. We write XX for the singular set of X. 
Let f : (X, 0) -+ (C, 0) be an analytic map (or, a map germ). We frequently write 
V(f) for f-‘(O). If X is a manifold, then we write Cf for the critical locus of f. 
We recall a number of definitions. 
Definition 1.1. An (analytic) stratification of X is a locally finite decomposition of 
X into analytic submanifolds (the strata) such that the closure of each stratum is 
analytic and a union of strata (the condition of the frontier). See 112,321. 
A refinement of an analytic stratification 9 of X is an analytic stratification .%’ 
of X such that each stratum of 9 is a union of strata of 9. 
A Whitney stratification is an analytic stratification of X of which satisfies 
Whitney’s conditions (a) and (b) (again, see [12,32]). When we use this term in this 
paper, we will also require that the strata are connected, so that the topology along 
the strata is not just locally constant, but actually constant. 
For any analytic stratification 9 of X and for any p E S, ~9, we define a 
degenerate tangent plane of S at p to be an element 7 of some Grassmanian which 
occurs as a limit of tangent planes from a higher-dimensional stratum at p, i.e., if 
7 = lim,,T,,S,, where S, f S, and pi +p (see [12]). This notion is particularly 
interesting when the stratification satisfies Whitney’s condition (a), for then if 
p E S, ~9 and 9 is a degenerate tangent plane of 9’ at p, it follows that 
TPS, 5 Y. 
A degenerate covector of 9 at a point p E X is a covector which vanishes on a 
degenerate tangent plane of 9 at p, i.e., an element 7) of T,* ZY such that there 
exists a degenerate tangent plane 7 of 9 at p such that $9) = 0. 
Given two strata S, and S, of an analytic stratification of X, the pair (S,, SP) is 
said to satisfy the Thorn condition with respect to f (or the uf condition) at a point 
p E S, provided that the differential df has constant rank on S, and, for any 
sequence of points pi E S, such that pi + p and ker dpi f I s, converges to some Y 
in the appropriate Grassmanian, we have ker dpf I s, c 9 (see [12,13,32]). (S,, SD) 
satisfies the Thorn condition with respect to f provided that df has constant rank 
on S, and (S,, SP) satisfies the Thorn condition with respect to f at each point 
PESp. 
A Thorn stratification of X with respect to f is a Whitney stratification of X in 
which each pair of strata satisfies the Thorn condition. As our map f has 
codomain @, the existence of Thorn stratifications is guaranteed by [14]. 
Suppose that E’ is a locally finite collection of analytic subsets of X. Then, we 
say that a stratification of X is adapted to %Y provided that each element of %Y is a 
union of strata. In particular, to say that a stratification is adapted to the origin 
merely means that the origin is a stratum. 
By [12, 1.71, given an analytic stratification 9 of X and a locally finite 
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collection of analytic subsets ‘&‘, one can refine 9 to obtain a Whitney stratifica- 
tion of X which is adapted to E’. 
A good stratification ofX relative to f is an analytic stratification 9 of X which 
is adapted to L’(f) such that IS, ~9 I S, g V(f)) is a Whitney stratification of 
X- V(f) and such that for any pair of strata (S,, S,) such that S, p L’(f) and 
S, c F’(f), the Thorn condition is satisfied. In our setting this is equivalent to: if 
p E S, c V(f) and pi E S, 9 I’(f) are such that pi +p and T’_&l/(f I S, -f I s$pi)) 
converges to some 7, then T,S, c F, note that this implies that the pair (S,, SP) 
must satisfy Whitney’s condition (a). In a good stratification, we call the strata 
which comprise V(f) the good strata. 
This notion of a good stratification is a generalization of the notion defined in 
[13]. Good stratifications always exist, since we may take a Thorn stratification 
adapted to V(f). Note that any refinement of a good stratification which refines 
only the good strata is again a good stratification. 
Given any analytic stratification 9 of X, we define the following: 
Definition 1.2. A critical point off relative to 9 is a point p E X such that if S, 
denotes the stratum containing p, f I s, has a critical point at p. The critical locus 
off relative to 9, Z,f, is the union of the critical loci of f restricted to each of 
the strata, i.e., Xc,f = U ,S(f I s 1. It is a trivial exercise to show that Z9f is 
closed if 9’ satisfies Whitney’s c&dition (a). 
If p is an isolated point of S,f, we call p a generalized isolated critical point of 
f (with respect to 9’). 
A critical point p of f relative to 9 is a decent critical point off relative to 9 
provided that f has analytic extension f, to an open neighborhood of p in %2/ such 
that df;, is not a degenerate covector to 9 at p (this is independent of the 
extension; see [12]). We call a critical point which is not decent wicked. (Of course, 
we would rather use the terms nondegenerate and degenerate in place of decent 
and wicked, but these terms are already taken.) The point of this definition is that 
when one perturbs f slightly, a decent critical point p of f relative to 9 will 
“split” into new critical points which are all contained in the same stratum as p - 
that is, no new critical points will appear near p on larger dimensional strata. 
It is fundamental that 
Proposition 1.3. Given an analytic map f : (X, 0) + CC, 0) and a stratification 9 of 
X, there exists a neighborhood of the origin in which 2,f C f- ‘CO). 
Proof. This is an easy application of the analytic curve selection lemma (see 
125,331). 
Suppose to the contrary that we had an infinite sequence of points 
Pi E z.Yf -f-‘(o) 
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such that pi + 0. As 9 is locally finite, there must be some stratum S, which 
itself contains an infinite number of these points; SO, assume that pi E S,. Thus, 0 
is in the closure of the semi-analytic set Z(f I s,) -f-'(O). 
Hence, by the curve selection lemma, there exists a real analytic curve, c(u) 
such that c(O) = 0 and 4~) E Z(f I s,) -f-‘(O) for u f 0, i.e., d(f 1 s,)(c(u)) is 
identically zero. Thus, f(c(u)) is a constant, and this constant must be zero since 
c(O) = 0 and f(O) = 0. Therefore, f(c(u>> is identically zero - a contradiction as 
c(u) Ef-‘(O) for u f 0. 0 
Definition 1.4. The Milnor fibre of f at the origin, Fr,O, is defined to be the 
(homeomorphism-type of the) space obtained by taking a small open ball 5, in CN, 
intersecting with X, and intersecting with f-‘(0, where 0 < I[ I e E, i.e., 
r;,,:=S,nxnf-I([). 
This is independent of all choices made. If we are only interested in the 
homotopy-type of the Milnor fibre, we may use the closed ball in the definition 
(see [10,12,191). 
By Proposition 1.3, if X has a given stratification .Y = {S,}, then the Milnor 
fibre has an induced stratification given by Ff,O nY::= (FfO f~ S,}. Moreover, if the 
strata of 9 which are not contained in L’(f) satisfy the Whitney conditions, then 
this induced stratification on the Milnor fibre is a Whitney stratification; in 
particular, this will be the case if 9 is a good stratification of X relative to f. 
The Milnor fibre of a generic linear form is the complex link of X at the origin 
which we denote by ii,,,. The homotopy-type of this space is an analytic invariant 
of (X, 0) (see [12,19,20]). 
Definition 1.5. Let 9 be a stratification of X, and let g :(X, 0) -+ (42, 0) be an 
analytic function. Then, we say that g is prepofar with respect to 9 at the origin 
provided that 0 is a generalized isolated critical point of g with respect to 9. 
By Proposition 1.3, this is equivalent to: for any analytic extension g of g to an 
open neighborhood of the origin in @ N, X n ,Zg is empty or has the origin as an 
isolated point and V(g) transversely intersects each stratum of 9 in a neighbor- 
hood of the origin, except perhaps at the origin itself. 
We say that g :(X, 0) + CC, 0) is prepofur with respect to f : (X, 0) + CC, 0) if 
and only if there exists a good stratification of X relative to f with respect to 
which g is prepolar. Note that this definition is extremely anti-symmetric - while 
V(g) meets V( f > in a nice way, V( f 1 may have arbitrarily bad singularities when 
restricted to V(g). 
For any analytic stratification 9 of X and any f : (X, 0) + CC, 01, we say that g 
is nondegenerute with respect to f and 9 provided that all critical points of g 
restricted to Fr,O - V(g) are decent with respect to the induced stratification on 
Ff,O (more precisely, if there exists an open neighborhood YJ of 0 such that for all 5 
sufficiently small # 0, g has no wicked critical points when restricted to Y/n X n 
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f-‘(t) - V(g) with t i s induced stratification). Note that this condition is automatic 
if y has only one stratum not contained in L’(f) U V(g). 
If 9 is a Whitney stratification of X and f is prepolar with respect to 9 at 0, 
then it is trivial to show that 
{S, - V(f), S, I-J V(f) - 0,O I s, -1 
is a good stratification for f at 0; we call this stratification the good stratification 
induced by f. 
Definition 1.6. Suppose that we are given two maps f : X + @ and g : X + C, and a 
stratification 9 of X. Define the map @ := (f, g): X + C2. If Y is an analytic 
subset of X, we define r,,,(Y) to be the closure in X of the critical locus of 
@ I Y-zr-V(f). This is called the relative polar variety of Y with respect to f and g. 
This is a mild generalization of the notion defined by LZ and Teissier; see 
[17,23,34]. Normally, one makes this definition only if g is linear or, after an 
analytic change of coordinates, if g does not have a critical point at the origin. We 
will concentrate most of our attention on the case where g has a generalized 
isolated singularity. Note the asymmetry in this definition: r,,,(Y) is allowed to 
have components in V(g), but not in V(f). 
For each S, ~9, r,,,(S,) is thus the closure of crit(@ I s,_vcfj). The union 
lJ ar,,,(S,) is called the relative polar variety off and g with respect to 9, and we 
denote it by r,,,(9) (or, simply, r’,g if the stratification is clear); see [18]. Note 
that if S, c I’( f ), then Tf,g(S,) = @. 
We define the symmetric relative polar variety of Y with respect to f and g, 
ff,,(Y>, to be the closure in X of the critical locus of @ I y_~y_V~~~_~~g~. This is 
easily seen to be equal to the closure in X of r’,,(Y) - V(g), i.e., the union of the 
components of r,,,(Y) which are not contained in V(g). Naturally, we also define 
the symmetric relative polar variety off and g with respect to 9, I”,,(P), to be the 
union U ,i;f,g(S,). 
In the special case where f and g are such that r’,,(P) (respectively f;,,,(y)) 
is one-dimensional, we naturally refer to the (respectively symmetric) polar variety 
as the (respectively symmetric) polar curve and emphasize the fact that it is 
one-dimensional by writing rkt,(P) (respectively F;,(9)). In this case, we also 
wish to give the (respectively symmetric) polar curve the structure of a cycle 
(actually, a cycle germ at the origin), so we must attach some multiplicity to each 
component of this curve. 
To do this, for each (one-dimensional) component v of T’$P) (respectively 
fLg(P)), let S, denote the stratum which contains v - 0 near the origin. If S, is 
itself one-dimensional, we assign the multiplicity 1 to v (that is, we consider v with 
its reduced structure). Now, to each v for which S, is not one-dimensional, we 
assign the multiplicity given by the Milnor number of the map g restricted to 
S, n V( f - f(p)) at any point p E v - 0 sufficiently close to the origin. Note that 
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S, n V(f -f(p)) is a manifold at p by Proposition 1.3, and that g restricted to this 
set has an isolated critical point at p since v is one-dimensional. 
As it will always be clear whether we are considering the (respectively symmet- 
ric) polar curve as a set or a cycle, we introduce no new notation for this cycle. 
Remark 1.7. In the above definition of the cycle structure on the symmetric polar 
curve, to each component v of the symmetric polar curve for which S, is not 
one-dimensional, we assign the multiplicity given by the Milnor number of the map 
g restricted to S, f~ V(f -f(p)> at any point p E v - 0 sufficiently close to the 
origin. Because both I/(g -g(p)) and IQ-~(P)) transversely intersect fir at 
such a point p, it is easy to show that this Milnor number pp(g I S,n V~f_f~P~~) is’also 
equal to pp(f I sun ~tn_g~P~J This number is also the multiplicity at p of the 
subscheme of S, given in the following manner: 
Let u”,... , uk be local coordinates for S, at p. Suppose af/au, # 0 at p. Then, 
ag/&, # 0 at p and I”, (respectively f/,R> is defined as a subscheme of S,, at p 
by 
Without assuming that some particular partial derivative is nonzero, this sub- 
scheme is given by 
where Xf, g)/XUj,, uj,) denotes (af/aujlpg/auj2) - (af/auj2Xag/a2.ij,) = 2 x 2 
minor of the Jacobian matrix of the map (f, g>. 
Moreover, if S, is a (k f l)-dimensional stratum which is defined, with its 
reduced structure, at p by the vanishing of h,, . . . , h, in CN, then the above 
subscheme is defined as a subscheme of CN by 
V 
a(h,,.. .,h,> ft 8) 
a(Zj,y..-'zjN_k+l) 
,h 1 ,..., h,lO<j,<j,< ... <jN-k+,GN 
that is, the subscheme of BP” defined at p by the vanishing of h,, . . . , h, and the 
(N - k + 1) X (N - k + 1) minors of the Jacobian matrix of the map 
(h,,...,hr, f, g). 
This is the critical space of the map (f, g> I s,, at p, and it is independent of the 
choice of the defining equations h,; see [25, 4.A]. 
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Example 1.8. Consider, for example, X := V(h) c C3, where h =.x2 + y* + z*, and 
let f=x3 and g =y. Then, at points not contained in V(f) or V(g), fLs(X) is 
defined by the vanishing of h and the determinant of the matrix 
So, fig(X) is defined by starting with the cycle 
V(6x2z, x2+y2+z2)=2V(x, y*+z*)+V(z, x*+y*) 
and discarding those components which are contained in V(f) or V(g). Hence, as 
cycles, 
l=&(X) = v(z, x*+yy. 
Example 1.9. Let us now consider the above example with a slightly altered f. Let 
X=V(h)GC3, where h=x*+y*+z*: and let f=x3+yz and g=y. Then, at 
points not contained in V(f) or V(g), r>,(X) is defined by the vanishing of h and 
the determinant of the matrix 
So, i/,,,(X) is defined by starting with the cycle 
V(6x2z - 2xy, x2 + y* + z”) 
=V(x, y*+z*)+V(3xz-y, x*+y*+z*) 
and discarding those components which are contained in V(f) or V(g); however, a 
quick check reveals that there are no components contained in V(f) or V(g). 
Hence, as cycles, 
&(X)=V(x, y*+z*)+V(3xz-y, x*+y*+zz). 
We must now assume that the reader is familiar with the basic results on the 
derived category, perverse sheaves, and on the sheaves of neighboring cycles and 
vanishing cycles as described in [2,5,7,10,15,201. 
We let F’ denote a bounded, constructible complex of sheaves of Z-modules. If 
F’ is a perverse sheaf on the s-dimensional space X, then its nonzero cohomology 
groups lie in nonpositive dimensions. For many of our purposes, it will be more 
convenient to shift the complex so that the cohomology is in nonnegative dimen- 
sions. Hence, we define F’ on X to be positively perverse if and only if F ‘[s] is 
perverse on X. For instance, if A4 is a local complete intersection, then the 
constant sheaf Z,$ is positively perverse on A4 (see [19]). Note that if X is not 
pure-dimensional, then the notion of positively perverse does not localize well. 
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If f : X -+ C is an analytic map and F t is a constructible complex on X, then we 
denote the sheaves of neighboring and vanishing cycles of F. along f by $f F. and 
drF ; respectively. 
We will need the following basic, well-known result: 
Proposition 1.10 (see [2,5,15,21]). Let 9 be a Whitney stratification of an s-dimen- 
sional complex space X, and let F f be a bounded complex on X which is constructible 
with respect to 9. Suppose we have f : (X, 0) + CC, 0). Then, the cohomology 
sheaves H * (+rF ‘) are supported only on Zsf. 
&forever, if F is positively perverse and dim X f~ V( f > = s - 1, then +f F is 
positively perverse on X n V( f > (with no shifts) and H’(bfF ‘> is supported only for 
those i such that s - 1 - dim Z.,f < i < s - 1. 
In particular, if dim,Z,, f = 0 and F ’ is positively perverse, then H’(#/ F ‘& is 
(possibly > nonzero only in dimension s - 1. 
Definition 1.11. Let {S,] be any Whitney stratification of X (with connected strata) 
with respect to which F ’ is constructible. Then, the characteristic cycle Ch(F ‘> of 
F’ in the conormal bundle over %‘, T * FY, is the linear combination Zam,T,*, n 
where v denotes the closure of the conormal bundle to S, in T * Z! and the m, OI 
are integers given by 
m, := ( - 1)S-‘x(4 L,xF’),=(-l)S~d-‘~(~Ll~F’I~)x 
for any point x in the d-dimensional stratum S,, with normal slice N to S, at x, 
and any L : (Z, nc) + (C, 0) such that d,L is a nondegenerate covector at x (with 
respect to our fixed stratification; see [12]) and L 1 S, has a Morse singularity at x. 
This cycle is independent of all the choices made. We refer to m, as the normal 
index of S, relative to FL 
The fact that d,L is nondegenerate is equivalent to saying that if S, is the 
stratum containing x, then (x, d,L) is not in p for S, f S,; thus, (x, d,L) is a 
smooth point of Ch( F ‘>. 
Remark 1.12. If F ’ is positively perverse on X, then, by Proposition 1.10, all of the 
normal indices are nonnegative. This is true whether X is pure-dimensional or not. 
Note, however, that the constant sheaf on a nonpure-dimensional space will not be 
positively perverse. 
Let F. be a bounded, constructible complex on X and f : X + C. The mon- 
odromy automorphism (LfA’+ tifA. induces a map on cohomology sheaves 
H *G@I’), --% H * (t,!~~A’j,. There is the following important result: 
Theorem 1.13 (A’Campo [l]). If m, denotespthe maximal ideal of X at x and f E rnz, 
then the Lefschetz number of H * (rclfA’), -H’($,-A’), equals 0, i.e., 
C( -l)‘Trace{H’($IA’)l AH’(+fA’)I} =O. 
i 
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2. The main results 
In this section, we continue with X being a reduced s-dimensional complex 
analytic space contained in some open subset FY’c C”‘. 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that 9 is a good stratification of X for f at the origin, and that 
g is prepolar with respect to 9 at the origin. Then, in a neighborhood of the origin, 
for all S, EY, 
rf,,(S,) - V(f) G U crit(f, g> Is@. 
spcs, 
Proof. Let p E Tf,,(S,) - V(f ), and let S, G s;l denote the stratum containing p. 
Then, there exists a sequence pi *p with pi E crit(f, g) I S, - V(f). We wish to 
show that this implies that p E crit( f, g) I sp. 
Let f and g denote extensions of f and g, respectively, to an open neighbor- 
hood of p in %. By Proposition 1.3, T,V( f 1 sp -f 1 s&p>) exists and is equal to 
T,V(f-f(p)) n T,S,; we will show that this is contained in TzV(g -g(p)). 
Since pi @ V( f ), it follows from Proposition 1.3 that T,,V( f - f(pi)) exists (for i 
sufficiently large), and that 
T,‘V( f 1 s<, -f 1 sm( Pi>) = T,,J’(.f-i( pi>) ’ T’,,Sa. 
Since p @ V( f ), T,;V(f-f(pi)) + T,V(f-f(p)). Using Proposition 1.3 again and 
the fact that g is prepolar, T,,V(g - g(pi)) exists and approaches T,,V(g -g(p)). 
As pi E crit( f, g) I s,, 
T,,V(f-f(Pi))nT,,S,~T,l/(g-g(P)). 
By taking a subsequence, if necessary, we may assume that TP,S, approaches 
some limit, say 7. As 9 is a good stratification, the strata that comprise 
X - V(f) satisfy Whitney’s condition (a), and so TPSp c 7. Therefore, 
7,“(f-f(~))nT,S,~T,V(d-8(~)) 
and we are finished. Cl 
Proposition 2.2. Suppose that 9 is a good stratification of X for f at the origin, and 
that g is prepolar with respect to 9 at the origin. Then, dim,V(g) n ffeg(9’) Q 0 
(where < 0 indicates an empty germ at the origin). Hence, r,,,(P) = I”,,(P) and 
each of these sets is either one-dimensional or empty at the origin. 
Proof. Let S, ~9. We will first show that V(g) n rf,R(Pa) c V(f) near the origin. 
Suppose not. Then, 0 is in the closure of V(g) n I”,,(S,) - V( f ). Applying Lemma 
2.1 and the curve selection lemma, there would exist a stratum S, c z and a real 
analytic curve c(u) with c(O) = 0 and 
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for u # 0. As c(u) E V(f), Proposition 1.3 tells us that c(u) P Z(f I SJ Also, as g 
is prepolar, c(u) P Zg I sp). Therefore, since c(u) E crit(f, g> I se, along 
c(u), dg I sp must be a nonzero scalar multiple of df I s,. But, g(c(u>) = 0 and so, 
applying the chain rule, we find that f(c(u>) = 0; a contradiction. Thus, V(g) n 
&(S,) G V(f). 
Now, we shall prove the proposition. Suppose dim&g) I? I”,,(S) > 1. Let g 
denote an extension of g to an open neighborhood of the origin in C”‘. Let 
p E V(g) f~ rr ,(S,) - 0 be close to the origin. By the above, p E V(f > and so must 
be contained in some stratum S, c V( f 1. As g is prepolar, S := 7”V(g) exists and 
Z+TPS,=CN. 
As p E T,,,(S,) n V(f > and since I” ,( S,) - V(f) = I” ,(S,), there exists a 
’ sequence of points pi E r,,,(S,> - V(f) such that pi +p. By taking a subsequence, 
we may assume that all pi are contained in a single stratum S, c q, that 
T,,Hf I s, -f(p,)) * y ( 
- g(pi)) + X. 
we may assume this by Proposition 1.3), and that T,,V(g 
By the good condition, T,,SP c 7. However, as pi E r,,,(S,) - V( f ), by Lemma 
2.1. 
Tp,v( f I s, -f(~,>)=T,,V(g-g(~i>)nT,,S,, 
and so 7 c S. This is a contradiction, since TPSp c 7 c & and 5 + TPSp = C N. 
m 
Proposition 2.3. Let 9’ be a good stratification of X for f at the origin. Then, ,for a 
generic choice of linear form L, L is prepoiar with respect to 9 and is nondegener- 
ate with respect to 9 and f. Moreover, for generic L, f is nondegenerate with respect 
to .Y’and L. 
Proof. It is standard that we may pick L to be prepolar; see, for instance, [13]. 
We shall prove both nondegeneracy conditions simultaneously; we proceed a 
stratum at a time. Let S, be a stratum not contained in V(f ). Let DS, be the 
subset of S, X GN_,(CN) defined by DS, = {(p, H) E S, X GN_,(CN) 1 H = the 
kernel of a degenerate covector at p]. By 112, 1.81, the dimension of DS, < N - 2. 
Let f be an extension of f to an open neighborhood of the origin in CN. By 
Proposition 1.3, we may define a map 4 : DS, --) S, X GN_,(CN) by 
@(P, ff) = (P’ ffn T,f*f(P)). 
Then, dim -5 N - 2, and so the fibre over the origin, (Ei&, has dimension 
<N-3. 
We now wish to show that, for a generic linear form L, the kernel of L does not 
contain any element of (im),; for such an L clearly satisfies both nondegeneracy 
conditions. Let 
W:= {(K, H) E (i?iiij),x G,_,(CN) I KcH), 
and let rTT1 and ~~ denote the projections onto the first and second factors, 
respectively. Then, the dimension of the fibres of r, is always 1, and thus 
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dim W < N - 2. Therefore, the dimension of the closure of the image of 7rTT2 is 
d N - 2, and we are finished. 0 
Lemma 2.4. Let 9 be a good stratification for f at 0. Suppose that dim,,ff,,(9’) G 1 
and that, for each good stratum S, of 9, g I S, has no critical points in a 
neighborhood of the origin except, perhaps, the origin itself. 
Then, for l small # 0, and 0 < 77 CC l , we may use neighborhoods of the form 
B, n g- ‘(D,) to define the Milnor fibre off up to homotopy (here, B, is the closed 
e-ball and D, is the closed q-disc); more precisely, for 0 < I& I -K q -=z< E CC 1, 
B, ng-‘([[D,) nf-‘(5) . h ts omotopy-equivalent to the Milnor fibre off at the origin. 
In addition, if F. is a bounded complex of sheaves on X - V( f ), constructible with 
respect to {S, E 9’ I S, p V( f )), then 
W*(Ff,O; F’) =W’(B, f?g-‘(D,) nf-‘(5); F’). 
Moreover, for 0 < v << l , we may use neighborhoods of the form B, n f- ‘(ID,,) to 
define the Milnor fibre of g up to homotopy or up to hypercohomology with 
coefficients in F. if F. is a bounded complex of sheaves on X - V(g) which is 
constructible with respect to {S, - V(g) I S, E 9). 
Proof. As we demonstrated in [30], to show that we may use neighborhoods of the 
form B, n g-‘(D,) to define the Milnor fibre of f up to homotopy, what we must 
show is that for two such neighborhoods 
Be2 ng-l(QJ c&I ng-‘(D,,) 
for all 5 sufficiently small # 0, the inclusion 
B,zng-l(D,z) nf-‘(6) EB,, ng-‘(Q,,) nf-‘(S) 
is a homotopy-equivalence. To prove the statement about hypercohomology, we 
must show that this previous inclusion induces an isomorphism on hypercohomol- 
ogy. We also need to show the analogous statements with f and g interchanged. 
It suffices to show that, for 0 < V, n GC a < E, the map 
Xn IJ-‘((a, 6) X fi; X bv*) lY.‘=(‘z’z’s’f! (a, l ) X 8; X bv* 
is a proper, stratified submersion. Recall that, as 9 is a good stratification for f at 
0, the strata of 9 away from f-‘(O) satisfy the Whitney conditions. 
Let E be so small that for all E’ such that 0 < E’ Q E, aB,, transversely intersects 
the strata {g-‘(O) n S, I S, L V(f 1) ( we are using our hypothesis that g restricted 
to such an S, has, at worst, an isolated critical point at the origin). 
As the symmetric polar variety is one-dimensional, we may choose E so small 
that B, ni;ft, n V(g) G IO}, and so, for any a such that 0 <a <E, for all n 
sufficiently small, 
B, nrftgng-l(b;) LB,. 
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Another way of writing this is 
w-lj(~y,~)x~~x~)nr,‘,~=6. 
Now, let g be an extension of g to an open neighborhood of the origin in CN, 
and suppose that no matter how small we pick n and V, the map !I’ still has critical 
points. Then, there would exist a stratum S, g V(f) and a sequence of points 
pd: E S, - V(f) - V(g) such that the pi converge to some point p E V(f) n V(g) - 
B, and such that 
T,Y(f 1% -fh)) n r,,q-wi)) qutq,,,* 
(Here, we have used that f # 0 so that pi @ Z(f I .y,), that g z 0 so that pi E 26, 
and that the pi are not in rig by the above.) 
Let S, c V(f) be the stratum containing p. We may assume that T,,V(S - g(p,>> 
converges to some SE and that T’,V(/(f I s, -f(p,)) converges to some Y. 
Then, we have that TPS, c Y by the good condition, %!I + TPSp = CN by 
prepolarity, and 7 I? 5X c T,aB, p ,. But, by the choice of E, X n TPSp + TraB,., = CN; 
this is a contradiction. 0 
Note that Proposition 2.2 implies that the hypotheses of Lemma 2.4 are satisfied 
if g is prepolar with respect to 9. 
We now come to the main theorem: 
Theorem 2.5. Suppose we have an analytic map f : (X”, 0) -+ CC, 0). Let 9’ be a 
good stratification of Xfor f at the origin. Let F. be a bounded complex on X - V(f) 
which is constructible with respect to (S, E 9 I S, p V( f >I. For each S, E 9, let m, 
denote the normal index of S, relative to F . . Finally, suppose that g : (X, 0) + CC, 0) 
is such that dim,f;f,,(9’) G 1 and, for each good stratum S, of 9, g I S, has no 
critical points in a neighborhood of the origin except, perhaps, the origin itself. 
Then, 
(1) if F is positively perverse, then Wi(Ff, O, Ff, zCgjO; F ‘) = 0 if i + s - 1, and 
rank Hs-‘(F’,,,, Ff,rCu,,o; F‘) a Cm,@,,(S,) . V(f I),; 
a 
(2) if g 1s n n o d egenerate with respect to 9 and f, then for any constructible 
extension F of F. to all of X, 
x(~~~~)o-x(dr,,?~,~~~V(~~)O=X~~~~~)0-X(~~,~~~,~‘Iv(~~)0 
=x(Fr,o; F’) -x&,<,,,o; F’) 
= (-Y’Cm,jr’;,,W * V(f I),. 
a 
In particular, if F. is positively perverse and g is nondegenerate, then the inequality 
in (1) is an equality, and 
Wi(Ff,o; F’) = Wi(Ft,y(b,,o; F’) fori <s - 3 
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and there is an exact sequence 
0 + W”-2(Ff,0; F’) + W2(Fflvca,,,; F’) + G -+ MS-‘(F& F’) + 0, 
where G is a Z-module of rank 
Also, ifx-V(f) . 1s a purely s-dimensional local complete intersection, then, 
corresponding to the case F’ equals the constant cheaf .Z,_ ,,Cfj, Ff,o is obtained 
from Ff I iQ).O by attaching (s - l)-handles, the number of which is greater than or 
equal to 
Cm,(~,JSJ~ V(f ,),; 
01 
if g is nondegenerate, then equality holds. 
Moreover, if 9’ is a good stratification of X for f at the origin, F is a bounded 
complex on X - V(g) which is constructible with respect to (S, - V(g) I S, E P}, 
dimoif,,(P) < 1, and for each good stratum S, of 9, g I S, has no critical points in 
a neighborhood of the origin except, perhaps, the origin itself, then all of the above 
conclusions hold with f and g interchanged. 
Proof. With all our preparation, this is a very straightforward use of stratified 
Morse theory. By the lemma, we may use B, ng-‘(ED,) nf-‘(t) for the Milnor 
fibre, where 0 < I 5 I -X 77 e E ec 1. We wish to consider the map 
B, “g-‘(El,) nf-‘([) %[w, 
and apply stratified Morse theory as I g I goes from 0 to n. However, this map has 
a rather dramatic critical value at 0, and so we proceed as in [161. For r # 0 
sufficiently small compared to 5, we may “replace” g-‘(O) by g-‘(ED,); that is, 
W*(B, ng-‘(0) nf-'(5); F”) = W*(B, ng-‘(ID,) nf-'(5); F’). 
This follows from [15, Lemma 8.4.71 applied to I g 1 2. 
Hence, to investigate how Ff,o is obtain$ from Ff,+,,,,, we have to consider the 
critical points of B, n g- ‘(ED,) n f-l([) - R as the length of g grows from T to 
rl. 
As we saw in the proof of Lemma 2.4, I g I 2 has no critical points on the 
boundary of B, n f-‘(t). Moreover, it is clear that any interior critical points occur 
precisely on the polar curve, i.e., at the isolated points B, n f-‘<[I n fig. We 
apply stratified Morse theory at each of these critical points. 
We first show (2). If g is nondegenerate, then, at each critical point, I g I ' 
satisfies the nondegeneracy condition of [12, 2.3.c]. Applying stratified Morse 
theory with sheaf coefficients [12, 6.A], we see that our definition of the multiplici- 
ties assigned to the components of the polar curve is rigged so that the contribu- 
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tion of the tangential Morse data from the stratum S, is precisely (FL&S,). V(f))o, 
while the normal Morse data contributes the m, factor, (2) follows. 
Now, suppose F is positively perverse, but g is not necessarily nondegenerate. 
Again, we look at the stratified Morse theory as we pass through each of the 
isolated critical points B, f~f-‘([> n fig. We perturb g by a linear form in a 
neighborhood of each critical point, so that the perturbed g satisfies the nonde- 
generacy condition of [12, 2.3.c] (see [20]) and has only Morse singularities. The 
number of Morse singularities of the perturbed g which lie on a particular stratum 
S, is precisely (fi,(S,). V(f>)o. H owever, as g may not be nondegenerate, extra 
Morse singularities may appear on strata which contain S, in their closure. As F 
is positively perverse, it follows from Proposition 1.10 that the Morse groups of F 
at each critical point are only (possibly) nonzero in the single dimension s - 1. 
From this, (1) follows. 
The case with f and g interchanged is exactly the same. 0 
Note that if g is actually prepolar with respect to 9, then i;,,,(Y) = I”,R(9’>, 
dim,ff,,(9’) G 1, and for each good stratum S, of 9, g I s,I has no critical points 
in a neighborhood of the origin except, perhaps, the origin itself. 
Note also that fi,(S,) = (?f if S, is contained in L’(f) or V(g), so that the sums 
in the theorem are actually over those S, which are not contained in V(f) or 
V(g). 
We have the following corollary which inductively gives information about the 
complex link, ii,.,. 
Corollary 2.6. Suppose we have an analytic map f : (X’,O> + CC, 0). Let 9 be a 
good stratification of X for f at the origin, let L be a linear form which is prepolar 
with respect to 9 and such that d, L is a nondegenerate covector, and let F’ be a 
bounded complex on X - V(L) which is constructible with respect to {S, - V(L) 1 S, 
~9’). For each S, ~9, let mcu denote the normal index of S, relative to F ‘. 
Then, 
xkY.0~ F’) -X(k.nv(f),o; F’) = ( - 1)“-‘&,(f”,J S,) . V(L)),,, 
(Y 
and if, in addition, F ’ is positively perverse, then 
Wi( [I,,,; F’) = W’(li,n,,cf,,,; F’) for i <s - 3 
and there is an exact sequence 
0 + Ws-2([1x,0; F’) + WS-2([lxn,,~f~,0; F’) -j G -+ W”~‘(L,,; F’) + 0, 
where G is a Z-module of rank 
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Proof. This follows from the theorem using the f and g interchanged case, where 
g is replaced by L. Such an L is generic enough to give the link of X as it 
determines normalprojection data (see [12, 11.2.1.31). Moreover, such an L satisfies 
the same conditions on X I”J V(f) with the stratification {S, ~9 1 S, c V(f)), and 
so is generic enough to give the link there also. 0 
Corollary 2.7. Suppose we have an analytic map f : (X’, 0) + CC, 0) which does not 
vanish on any s-dimensional component of X. Let 9’ be a good stratification of X for 
f at the origin which has the origin as a stratum. Let F be a bounded complex on X 
which is constructible with respect to 9. Let m, denote the normal index of 0 
relative to F ’ and for every other S, ~9, let m, denote the normal index of S, 
relative to F: Let m6 denote the normal index of the origin relative to the 
constructible complex F’ 1 v(f) on X f? V( f ). 
If L is a generic linear form, then 
m, + m6 = Cm,(C,fW *W& 
a 
Proof. One uses the formula 
together with the definition of the normal index. q 
3. Examples 
In all of these examples, we will apply Theorem 2.5 and its corollaries to the 
case of most importance - the case where the map g is actually prepolar with 
respect to a good stratification for f. As this implies that rf,p(P) = r;,,,(P), we 
shall write only T’,,(F) below. 
Example 3.1. We recover the result of L& in 1161 by applying Theorem 2.5 to the 
case where X is an open neighborhood of the origin in CN (hence, a local 
complete intersection), f is any analytic function, and g is a generic linear form. 
In this case, the only stratum of X not contained in V(f) is X - V( f ), which has 
normal index 1. Hence, Fr,O is obtained from Ff, Vcpj,O by attaching <r’, . V(f )>, 
(N - l)-handles. 
Example 3.2. Suppose that X” is purely s-dimensional and has an isolated 
singularity at the origin. Let Xi denote the irreducible components of X at the 
origin. Suppose that we have an analytic map f : (X, 0) + CC, 0). Let 9 = (S,l be a 
good stratification of X for f at the origin which has all of the Xi - V(f) as strata. 
Suppose that g :(X, 0) -+ (C, 0) is prepolar with respect to 9. 
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Then, X - 0 is certainly a local complete intersection since it is a manifold. The 
closures of the strata not contained in L’(f) are simply the X, which are not 
contained in V(f), and the normal indices of these strata are all 1. Hence, from 
Theorem 2.5, we have that Ff,O is obtained from Ff , v,n,,, by attaching 
(s - l&handles. 
But how does one calculate the polar curve in this case? Suppose that X is 
defined as a reduced subspace of some open neighborhood of the origin in CN by 
the vanishing of h,, . . . , h,. Then, by Remark 1.7, the polar curve rftg(Y) is 
defined as a cycle by beginning with the cycle defined by the subscheme 
V 
a(h 1,“‘, h,, f, g> 
a( zjl'. . . ) ZjN_r+Z) 
,h ,,..., h,lO<j,<j,< ... <jN-s+2<N 
and then discarding any components which are contained in V(f). 
Example 3.3. A particular case of the above example is of special interest; the case 
where X is purely s-dimensional and has an isolated singularity at the origin, and 
f itself has an isolated critical point at the origin. Then, we have the obvious good 
stratification of X for f given by 
IX-V(f), V(f) -0,oj. 
With this stratification, g is prepolar if and only if each of g and g I x n vcfj has an 
isolated critical point at the origin, and when this is the case, the critical locus of 
the map (f, g) has no components (other than, possibly, the origin) which are 
contained in V(f) or V(g). 
Therefore, from Example 3.2, we conclude that Ff,o is obtained from Ff , ,. by 
attaching a certain number of (s - l)-handles; the number of attached hanVbg/es is 
given by the intersection number 
a(h ,,...,h,, f, g) 
a(Zjl~.e.~ZjN_s+Z) 
,h 1,“‘, 
where, as before, 0 Q j, < . . . < jN_s+Z G N. This is a generalization of Looijenga’s 
formula [25, 5.11.a]. 
To obtain Looijenga’s precise result, we must suppose that X is a local 
complete intersection. Then, as the constant sheaf on a local complete intersection 
is positively perverse, it follows from Proposition 1.10 (or see [19-211) that Ff,o and 
Ff I v,&-)?O have nontrivial reduced cohomology only in dimensions s - 1 and s - 2, 
respectively. Also, one may have to replace the defining equations in Looijenga’s 
formula with generic linear combinations to guarantee that the Milnor fibres in 
Looijenga’s sense agree with the Milnor fibres that we are using. Finally, we may 
replace the intersection number above with simply 
dim, @)’ 
ii 
a(h,,...,ht, f, s) 
‘( zjl’. . .) ZjN_s+2) 
,h 
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since 
@o” 
ii 
a(&, *. . , 47 f, g> 
a( zj17.. . ) ‘j,_,+,> 
,h 
is Cohen-Macaulay by [25, 4.41. 
Example 3.4. Suppose that X” is a local complete intersection, but with a singular 
set of arbitrary dimension. Then, the constant sheaf on X is positively perverse 
and the complex link of X at any point has the homotopy-type of a bouquet of 
(s - l)-spheres (again, see [19-211). If f : (X, 0) -+ CC, 0) is such that dim,,Xn 
V(f) = s - 1, then Xn V(f) is also a local complete intersection and the formula 
of Corollary 2.7 becomes 
where b$) denotes the Betti number (with constant coefficients), P= {S,} is a 
good stratification of X for f at the origin, L is a generic linear form, and m, is 
the normal index of S, relative to the constant sheaf. 
In particular, if X has an isolated singularity at the origin, then we obtain 
b,-,@,,0) + b,-&.V[f),O) = c(r:.,(XJ . w))o~ 
where the Xi are the irreducible components of X. 
One might hope that Corollary 2.6 could be used to show that the complex link 
of a complete intersection with an isolated singularity cannot be contractible. It 
seems though that this is the wrong approach. However, the result can be obtained 
by combining the result of A’Campo in Theorem 1.13 with the following proposi- 
tion. 
Proposition 3.5. Let 9 be a Whitney stratification of X and suppose that f : (X, 0) 
+ (62, 0) has a generalized isolated singularity at the origin. Then, for a generic linear 
form L, 
Moreover, if, in addition, F. is a bounded, constructible complex on X - 0, then 
w * (Ffllw70; F’) =~*(F~,vcLjro; F’). 
Proof. As f has a generalized isolated singularity at the origin, we have the 
induced stratification defined in Definition 1.5; call it 9’. Choose L prepolar with 
respect to 9’. 
In a manner similar to our proof of Lemma 2.4, we wish to show that the map 
is a proper, stratified submersion with respect to the original stratification 9’. 
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Certainly I,/J has no interior critical points, for f and L each have at worst an 
isolated critical point at the origin, and we have explicitly removed the polar curve. 
We must show that there are no stratified critical points which occur on the 
boundary strata, i.e., those which occur from the intersection with aB,. 
As in Lemma 2.4, this follows from the prepolarity of L. We leave the details to 
the reader. 0 
Corollary 3.6. The complex link of an isolated complete intersection singulatity is 
never contractible. 
Proof. Suppose that f,,,..., fk define a complete intersection, X, of dimension 
n-k in C”+’ with an isolated singular point at the origin. Since the origin is a 
singular point, we may certainly assume that the f, are ordered so that f0 is in the 
square of the maximal ideal at the origin of X’ := V<fr, . . . , fk). Then, as X’ n V( f,> 
has an isolated singularity at the origin, f0 1 x’ has a generalized isolated singular- 
ity at the origin, i.e., there is a Whitney stratification 9 of X’ such that 
dim,,_Y’,f, = 0. 
Let L be a generic linear form and consider both f0 and L restricted to X’. 
Then, FL, vcftr>O is the complex link of X and, by the proposition, this is homeomor- 
phic to $0, y(L),o’ Now, as f0 is in the square of the maximal ideal of X’ at the 
origin, f0 is also in the square of the maximal ideal of X’ f? V(L) at the origin. It 
follows from A’Campo’s result in Theorem 1.13 that Ff,,, y(LJ,o cannot be con- 
tractible; hence, the result. 0 
We originally claimed that the complex link of a general isolated singularity 
could not be contractible, using the same proof as above. It was pointed out to us 
by M. Tibar that the proof fails in the general case; using the notation from the 
proof, the fact that X’ I? V( f,> has an isolated singularity does not generally imply 
that f0 I XV has a stratified isolated critical point. Specifically, if V(f,) contains an 
entire component of x’, f0 j xf does not have a stratified isolated critical point. 
In fact, an example of D.M.Q. Mond shows that there are isolated singularities 
with contractible complex links. 
In the case of an isolated complete intersection singularity, one would hope that 
Corollary 3.6 is already known from some result appearing in [25]. The only result 
we find in 1251 which might imply Corollary 3.6 is the formula 5.11.~ for the 
number of spheres in the homotopy-type of the complex link; however, this 
formula is an alternating sum, and it looks distinctly unpleasant to prove alge- 
braically that it gives a nonzero result. 
Example 3.7. Suppose that 9= IS,} is a Whitney stratification of X” and that 
f : (X, 0) + CC, 0) is such that dim,Z,f = 0. Let P’ be a positively perverse sheaf 
on X which is constructible with respect to 9. By Proposition 1.10, H *(4fP’)o is 
supported only in dimension s - 1. 
It is easily seen that 
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is a good, Whitney stratification of X. This is the stratification that we use in the 
summations below. Note, however, that the summations are actually only over 
those strata not contained in V(f) and so it is unimportant to distinguish between 
the original stratification and our new refinement. 
If L is a generic linear form, it follows from Proposition 3.5 that 
X(4fl v(LJp’ 1VW), =x(4L, J’ I We),. 
Hence, 
X(4ff7, -x(4Lf%l 
=x(4+% - X(4f, V(L,P’ 1“L& - (X(4LVO _X(4L, J’ 1 w),) 
=(-l)“_‘Cm,((~~,(S,).V(f)),- (r,tL(s,PW),)~ 
a 
and we arrive at the formula 
6,-,(4fP’),=m,+Cm,(r,tLcS,) * Pm - P(L)I),~ (**I (Y 
where we have written m, for dim II-‘(4,P’),. 
This formula presents b,_I(4fP’)o as a sum of a part that does not depend on 
f, the m, part, together with a part that corresponds to the Milnor number of an 
isolated hypersurface singularity. This correspondence is precise - if we have 
f : (CN, 0) + (C, 0) with an isolated singularity at the origin, then 
the Milnor number of f at the origin (see [17] or [301). 
If we consider formula ( * *> in the case of the constant sheaf on a local 
complete intersection X, it tells us that the homotopy-type of the Milnor fibre of f 
has a contribution from the complex link of X plus a contribution from the 
function f. So, if we have a family f, :(X,, 0) + CC, 0) of generalized isolated 
singularities on complete intersections, and want to force the constancy of the 
Milnor fibres in the family, first we would require that the spaces X, themselves 
should satisfy the constancy requirement that their complex links are constant; 
then, we would require the generalized Milnor numbers 
~.($,JKJ - Pcft)l - PvJ)1),7 
to be constant. 
Example 3.8. Let us look again at Example 1.9, where X = V(x* + y * + z2) C c3, 
f =x3 + yz and g = y. Then, f has a generalized isolated critical point at the 
origin, and we found that 
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We stratify X by the good, Whitney stratification IX- V(f), V(f) - 0, 0), and 
consider the constant sheaf on X. Then, the normal index of X- V(f) equals 1. 
Moreover, the linear form g is certainly generic enough to use for L in formula 
(* *I. 
Now, the m, in formula (* * > is the number of l-spheres in the homotopy-type 
of the complex link of X at the origin. The complex link is given by V(y - 5, x2 + 
z2 + t2) and so has the homotopy-type of a single l-sphere. Therefore, m, = 1. 
Alternatively, one may use Corollary 2.7 (but the rn6 there corresponds to our 
current llzO and the m, there equals 0) to calculate that m, equals 
( G~+y~+z~ (C’) . V( Y I)@ 
which equals 1 since rd,x~+Y~+z z(C3> is easily seen to be the y-axis. 
The other contribution to the homotopy-type of the Milnor fibre that is given in 
formula ( * * > comes from 
which in our case reduces to simply 
(r&(X). Pm - MYN), 
= (I+, y2+z2) + V(3 xz-y, x2+y*+z*)++3+yz)] - [V<y)])O. 
One easily calculates that 
(I+, y2+z2)+ V(3xz-y, x2+y~+z2)~l’(x3+yz)),,=4+6= 10, 
and 
(I+, y2+22) + V(3 xz-y, x2+y2+z2)I,‘(y)),,=2+4=6. 
Thus, 
(r&(X) . [W)l - [V(Y)]), = lo- 6 = 4, 
and finally we find that the Milnor fibre of f has the homotopy-type of a bouquet 
of 1 + 4 = 5 l-spheres. 
We could also have obtained this result from Example 3.3. 
4. Questions and remarks 
A number of results similar to those in Section 3 appear in [3], but are phrased 
in the language of g-modules. 
It would be nice if we could replace the 
($,L(KJ. PTf)l - w41), 
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portion of formula (* *> with something more attractive. Specifically, we would 
like to replace the [V(f)] - [V(L)] with a single positive cycle, as one can do in the 
hypersurface case. At least one advantage to such a presentation would be to make 
it clear that this intersection number is positive; that this is true for generic L 
follows from [34], which tells us that for L generic enough, rftL(Sal is reduced and 
is actually the multiplicity of rftL(Sa). 
We also would like to have a generalization of (* *) to the case where f has an 
arbitrary critical locus. We suspect that the correct generalization leaves the 
right-hand side of ( * * ) unchanged but replaces the left-hand side with the normal 
index of the origin with respect to the sheaf of vanishing cycles. 
The observant reader who has also read our paper [30] may notice that, for 
hypersurfaces in affine space, our definitions of the polar curve and good stratifi- 
cations have changed somewhat. In our earlier papers, we required the smooth 
part of l’(f) to be in any good stratification and, to define the polar curve of f 
and a linear form L, we took the critical locus of the map (f, L), removed the 
critical locus of f, and then took the closure. By not requiring the smooth part of 
I’(f) to be a good stratum, we make it possible for prepolar L’s to be such that the 
critical locus of (f, L) has components which are contained in V(f) but not 
contained in the critical locus of f itself. However, as we have correspondingly 
changed our definition of the polar curve, we run into no problems. Note that, for 
generic L, the two definitions for the polar curve agree in the hypersurface case. 
Finally, our real motivation for proving Theorem 2.5 is to apply it inductively to 
the case where the functions f and g are both generic linear forms. By this 
process, we are able to start with an arbitrary bounded, constructible complex on a 
space X and produce a collection of analytic cycles with interesting properties. 
These are the cycles which we have called in [31] the characteristic polar cycles. 
These cycles generalize the Le cycles of [27,29,30] and are especially interesting in 
the case where the original complex of sheaves is positively perverse. 
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